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Value Creation Story

TS TECH’s Products and Accumulated Capital
For nearly 60 years, the TS TECH Group has been involved with the development and manufacture of seats and 
interior components for automobiles, seats, and resin-based parts for motorcycles. We offer a wide range of 
products related to seating that makes the most of our strength, which is a global network that spans 14 
countries around the world.

A corporate culture in which diverse human resources thrive 
Based on our Vision Statement of being “a company dedicated to realizing people’s potential” and the belief 
that people are the decisive factor in a company, TS TECH is working to foster a corporate culture that 
respects diversity, thereby empowering each and every employee to make the most of their abilities 
regardless of gender, age, or nationality, etc.

As part of this initiative, TS TECH is promoting work-style reforms tailored to the specific characteristics 
of each location, including those overseas. In addition to allowing for a variety of work styles, we provide 
self-improvement tools and various training programs through which we encourage employees to learn and 
grow according to their individual backgrounds and abilities. By doing so we strengthen our human 
resources, which represent our human capital. 

A wealth of technological capabilities that aim for better manufacturing
Automobile seats are products that are required to combine both safety and comfort, as well as to provide 
attractive “added value.” We provide products that exceed our customers’ expectations, and the proprietary 
technologies and research outcomes with which these products are imbued represent important capital for 
TS TECH in the form of accumulated knowledge and experience.

One element of said capital is patents, and we have been engaging in a proactive patent strategy to 
manage and effectively utilize new technologies created around the world. Our patents have been highly 
evaluated in terms of comprehensive patent strength as calculated by Patent Result Co., Ltd.

A solid financial foundation to support business activities 
The TS TECH Group is proud of the fact that in the course of realizing steady business growth we maintain an 
operating margin that outperforms industry standards, thanks to thorough efficiency improvements in all 
areas, and a careful selection of and focus on various investments. Even in a business environment where 
halting plant operations is unavoidable, such as at the time of the Great East Japan Earthquake or during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the financial base we have built up means that we are able to maintain continuous 
employment and restart operations smoothly. 

The capital we have accumulated to date will be used to invest in growth through M&A and other 
means, as well as to return profits to our shareholders, so that we can continue to further increase our 
corporate value.

A product supply structure spanning 14 countries 
Starting with its entry into the U.S. market in 1977, TS TECH has actively pursued a global expansion strategy 
and currently has locations in 14 countries around the world, including Europe, China, and other Asian 
countries. Along with our ability to supply products to customers around the world, we have strengthened 
our supplementary parts production structure globally to ensure business continuity that will enable us to 
achieve steady growth even in an increasingly uncertain business environment.

Looking ahead, in addition to investment focused on expanding capabilities and boosting efficiency, we 
will further enhance sustainability through investment in environmental equipment and technologies.

Number of Group employees

15,444

Scope of business

46 companies in 14 countries

Consolidated capital adequacy ratio

70.9%

Number of patents held

1,964

Capital expenditures

6,686 million yen

ROE 

7.8%

Comprehensive patent strength
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